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Complementarity and Contradiction in Ovidian Mythography
Abstract
It stands to reason that mythographic sources should have played a role in the composition of Ovid's works,
and recent work suggests more and more that this must be the case. But the complex motives behind Ovid's
engagement with this tradition have proven difficult to comprehend and to integrate with Ovidian criticism as
a whole. There are some fairly clear reasons why this is so. One is the understandable tendency of critics to
emphasize Ovid's use of poetic sources organized along mythographic lines, such as Nicander's Heteroeumena
and, more recently, the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, rather than of conventional prose mythographies. But a
greater appreciation of what Ovid may owe to his fellow poets, while obviously a good thing in itself, should
not be allowed to obscure his debt to mythographic treatises and encyclopedias. Another factor is that many
of Ovid's works flaunt their relationships to various prose genres other than mythography. This the Ars
amatoria does by imitating earlier didactic poetry of the metaphrastic tradition, while the Heroides and the
exile poetry, in their different ways, thematize their relationship to prose letters. In the case of the Fasti, the
obvious importance of the calendar itself as the primary structural model for the poem and the specific verbal
parallels that can be found in a few specific calendars, especially the Fasti Praenestini, have tended to distract
attention away from the potential influence of other prose genres. As for the Metamorphoses, it now seems
clear that the genre of universal history contributed in significant ways to the architecture of that poem. But it
is still obviously worth investigating the extent to which the concerns of prose mythographers in particular
influenced Ovid's treatment not only of individual myths but especially of the relationships among them.
Some important preliminary work has been done, and as an example of how any number of more focused
studies might fit into a larger picture, I adduce a selection of examples from the Heroides, the Metamorphoses,
and the Fasti to suggest how the characteristic concerns of prose mythographers inform all three poems and of
how Ovid transforms what he borrows. In the process, I identify two aspects of Ovidian poetics,
complementarity and contradiction, that greatly enrich his treatment of mythographic material. Finally I offer
some tentative conclusions and raise a few questions to indicate what I think are some productive avenues of
further investigation.
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It stands to reason that mythographic sources should have played a 
role in the composition of Ovid's works, and recent work suggests 
more and more that this must be the case. But the complex motives 
behind Ovid's engagement with this tradition have proven difficult 
to comprehend and to integrate with Ovidian criticism as a whole. 
There are some fairly clear reasons why this is so. One is the under­
standable tendency of critics to emphasize Ovid's use of poetic 
sources organized along mythographic lines, such as Nicander's Het­
eroeumena and, more recently, the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, 
rather than of conventional prose mythographies. 1 But a greater ap­
preciation of what Ovid may owe to his fellow poets, while obviously 
a good thing in itself, should not be allowed to obscure his debt to 
mythographic treatises and encyclopedias. Another factor is that 
many of Ovid's works flaunt their relationships to various prose gen­
res other than mythography. This the Ars amatoria does by imitating 
earlier didactic poetry of the metaphrastic tradition, while the 
Heroides and the exile poetry, in their different ways, thematize their 
relationship to prose letters.2 In the case of the Fasti, the obvious im-
1 On Hesiod especially see D.C. Feeney, 'Mea Tempora: Patterning of Time in the 
Metamorphoses,' in P. Hardie, A. Barchiesi, and S. Hinds (eds.), Ovidian Transformations: 
Essays on the Metamorphoses and its Reception. Cambridge Philological Society Suppl. 23 
(Cambridge, 1999) 13-30 and several of the essays in R.L. Hunter (ed.), The Hesiodic 
Catalogue of Women: Constructions and Reconstructions (Cambridge, 2005), especially 
those of P.R. Hardie 'The Hesiodic Catalogue of Women and Latin Poetry' (287-98) and 
R. Fletcher, 'Or Such as Ovid's Metamorphoses .. .' (299-319).
2 E.g. B.R. Nagle, The Poetics of Exile: Program and Polemic in the Tristia and Epistulae
ex Ponto of Ovid (Brussels, 1980); H.B. Evans, Publica Carmina: Ovid's Books from Exile 
(Lincoln, NE and London, 1983); D.F. Kennedy, 'The Epistolary Mode and the First of 
Ovid's Heroides,' CQ 34 (1984) 413-22; G.B. Conte, Genres and Readers: Lucretius, Love 
Elegy, Pliny's Encyclopedia. Trans. G.W. Most. Foreword by C. Segal (Baltimore and 
London, 1994); S.H. Lindheim, Mail and Female: Epistolary Narrative and Desire in Ovid's 
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portance of the calendar itself as the primary structural model for 
the poem and the specific verbal parallels that can be found in a few 
specific calendars, especially the Fasti Praenestini, have tended to dis­
tract attention away from the potential influence of other prose 
genres.3 As for the Metamorphoses, it now seems clear that the genre 
of universal history contributed in significant ways to the architec­
ture of that poem.4 But it is still obviously worth investigating the 
extent to which the concerns of prose mythographers in particular 
influenced Ovid's treatment not only of individual myths but espe­
cially of the relationships among them. 
Some important preliminary work has been done, and as an ex­
ample of how any number of more focused studies might fit into a 
larger picture, I adduce a selection of examples from the Heroides, 
the Metamorphoses, and the Fasti to suggest how the characteristic 
concerns of prose mythographers inform all three poems and of how 
Ovid transforms what he borrows. In the process, I identify two as­
pects of Ovidian poetics, complementarity and contradiction, that 
greatly enrich his treatment of mythographic material. Finally I of­
fer some tentative conclusions and raise a few questions to indicate 
what I think are some productive avenues of further investigation. 
2a. Lists, part 1: The Loves of the Gods 
Let us begin with a deceptively simple structural element, the list. 
Various kinds of lists are almost ubiquitous in Ovid's poetry.5 They 
are also highly characteristic of mythography as a genre, whether in 
poetry or prose, from the very beginning.6 It stands to reason that 
Heroides (Madison, 2003); L. Fulkerson, The Ovidian Heroine as Author: Reading, Writing,
and Community in the Heroides (Cambridge, 2005). 
3 On the relationship between Ovid's poem and actual calendars see D.C. Feeney,
Caesar's Calendar: Ancient Time and the Beginnings of History (Berkeley, 2007). Ovid's
dynamic adoption and redeployment of elements inherited from the tradition of
aetiological elegy 0.F. Miller, Ovid's Elegiac Festivals [Frankfurt 1991]) may suggest
that Callimachus' use of prose mythographers such as Xenomedes of Ceos in the 
Aetia (fr. 75.54-77) finds a parallel in the Fasti. 
' S.M. Wheeler, 'Ovid's Metamorphoses and Universal History,' in D.S. Levene and 
D.P. Nelis (eds.), Clio and the Poets: Augustan Poetry and the Traditions of Ancient Histori­
ography (Leiden, Boston and Koln, 2002) 163-89, with further references.
5 R. Tarrant, 'Ovid and Ancient Literary History,' in P.R. Hardie (ed.), The Cam­
bridge Companion to Ovid (Cambridge, 2002) 13-33 at 15-7 on literary-historical lists 
(and, incidentally, on their relation to other kinds of list). 
6 Quint. Inst. 10.1.52 raro adsurgit Hesiodus magnaque pars eius in nominibus est occu­
pata. 





























